
 
 

 
What To Do About A Boss Who… 

 
 

X is a bully 

X blames you for his mistakes 
X expects you to perform miracles 

X micro-manages  

X discriminates against you 

X is pretty much gone  

 

The human being can be a pretty nasty animal. To say we don’t always get along is an 

understatement.  So, why should we get along any better in the workplace, where we spend most 

of our waking hours, often on activities we don’t much enjoy?  We don’t.  But, we are supposed 

to.  We must be at work, and we must figure out ways for getting along.  That’s it… If you have 

a problem supervisor, whether he or she is nasty or discriminatory or incompetent, the need to 

get along is more important and, often, more difficult.  This person has control over your 

livelihood. There are no foolproof methods for getting along with difficult bosses, but here are a 

few tactics we can recommend. These may be particularly useful in a public employment 

setting:  
 

First a few words about bosses…                
 

Bosses are assumed to be at least as competent as their 

subordinates AND they are assumed to have 

leadership skills.  They are, as a group, more 

ambitious than the average “worker bee,” but the flip 

side of this is that they are probably more aggressive 

Presumably, the positive aspects of dominance come 

to the forefront when a person rises to leadership – and 

not the negative. But this isn’t always the 

case. Most supervisors are great, but the 

workplace is populated with a fair number of 

“problem personalities.” 

 

On top of this, different types of people 

don’t always get along with one another. 
Workaholics can’t stand lazy people. Some men really 

don’t like women much – and vice-versa. Some people 

really are racist. Smart, competitive people are not 

always tolerant of their slower, less-decisive brethren. 

In fact, smart, competitive people don’t always get 

along with each other!  The workplace is a hotbed of 

well-controlled conflict.  

 

The underlying purpose of all employee handbooks, 

work rules and personnel policies is to impose a 

“grid” of civilized behavior on our aggressive, 

uncooperative natures.  These rules include 

disciplinary procedures, grievance processes and 

complaint procedure for when that polite behavior 

breaks down.  Courts and government agencies 

(such as the EEOC) serve the same purpose, when 

your County’s internal methods break down.  

Before YOU get to point of filing grievances or 
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lawsuits, we suggest that you call your union staff.  

Here are some of our ideas…  

 

COPING WITH A BULLY                                          
 

The subject of bullying is a big subject in 

the media now, but most of the discussion is 

about school children.  Lots of parents are 

suing their kid’s schools and their kid’s 

friends over their children’s traumas.  The 

schools are getting better! They are 

teaching children to “stand up to bullies.”  

However, the workplace isn’t school. It is 

generally NOT a good idea to “stand up to a 

bully” at work.   

 

No one guarantees that your workplace will be kind or   

fair. If you work under a bully, unless the situation is 

intolerable, it is better to try to ignore it than to fight 

it.  In general “Management backs Management.” 

Most employers assume that their supervisors know 

what they are doing, and that a sole complainer is … a 

complainer. It is sad to say, but, most employers won’t 

really intervene in supervisor/subordinate relationship 

until you are nearly bleeding and/or under psychiatric 

care.  

 

So, unless the situation is intolerable, the best advice 

for getting along with a supervisor who is a bully is, 

honestly, to STAY OUT OF HIS WAY.  If you 

challenge him, the retaliation could be worse than the 

original problem.  

 

If the Situation IS Intolerable… 
 

If you are truly being tormented by 

a boss who seems to enjoy this, 

you DO have the right to 

file a complaint. You can 

do this informally with your 

departmental management 

or formally, though the 

grievance procedure.  Your 

union staff can represent you. 

Normally, this is a harassment 

grievance, but some agencies also have internal 

complaint mechanisms.  If your complaint is sexual 

harassment there MUST be a complaint procedure.  

 

Before you file anything take a hard look at the other 

employees in the worksite and be ready to explain why 

YOU think you are the victim of this particular bully.  

How do the other employees manage to get along with 

this guy? (or gal?)  If you conclude that NO ONE gets 

along with him, you have the potential for a group 

grievance.  There is safety in numbers.  Make a list 

of everyone’s complaint, and consider calling your 

union rep to organize the meeting with management.  

Minimize the attention upon yourself.  

 

A Group Grievance 
Employers pay much more attention to a group 

of unhappy employees than to one 

“complainer.”  This truly shifts the “burden of 

proof” to the other side. At the meeting with 

Management, your rep should go over a concrete 

list of incidents and simply as for the 

supervisor’s harassing behavior to cease. Be advised 

that management will probably never admit that 

there was a problem.  However they probably will 

investigate. They may also bring in a therapy-type 

“team builder,” or send the difficult supervisor to 

training classes.  Or they may send ALL of you to 

classes. Sometimes there are many sides to a 

problem…  

 

If there IS no group, and you are the sole 

“victim,” of an abusive boss, you can still proceed 

with a grievance.  Make sure you have a good, written 

list of “abuses,” including witnesses, and ask your 

union staff to help you file a harassment complaint.  

The goal of your grievance will be to bring the abuse 

to a halt OR to enable you to transfer. This isn’t court: 

there isn’t any compensation to you -- at least not 

through the grievance procedure -- for your “pain and 

suffering.”  There isn’t any method for you to insure 

that “the bad guy” is punished.  The goal of a 

harassment complaint is to allow you to return to a 

safe, healthy workplace. The goal is for the abuse to 

stop.  To achieve more, you would need to go to court.  

 

If You’re Truly Made Sick …Workers 
Compensation 
 

The other arena for remedy lies with the workers comp 

system.  If you have been pushed to the 

point of true mental disturbance, 

you should see a psychiatrist.  

A doctor will establish the 

basis for a documented   stress 

claim.  These cases are not 

easy to win, but if you have 

repeatedly asked your 

management for help, and they 
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have not effectively intervened, you will be able to 

force your employer to recognize the workplace abuse 

– and to support you until you able to return to work.  

These cases are extreme, but not at all unknown… 

 

Most Problems Can Be Resolved Informally.  Very, 

very few workplace relationships are so difficult that 

they rise to the level of grievances or workers comp 

claims.  In truth, people often irritate one another (on 

both sides of the equation) and they can be trained 

(or compelled) to be nicer.  There are good 

supervisor training programs; there are anger 

management classes.  But, for that portion of 

the population who just can’t get along, a 

grievance toward the goal of  

separating the parties, is probably the best 

remedy.   

 

What’s a Hostile Work Environment?  
 

The term “hostile work environment” is so generic that 

it is almost meaningless.  Of course, working with a 

boss who’s a bully creates a hostile environment. So 

does working with a boss who discriminates against 

you, or who criticizes you constantly, or who tries to 

blames you for his incompetence, expects you to 

perform the work of three people.   

 

Lots of uncomfortable situations at work can be 

characterized as “hostile.”  So what? The truth is that 

at all steps of both the County’s administrative system 

AND the legal system, the burden is entirely on the 

complainant to “prove” that he is the victim of a 

hostile environment.  Unless you have lots of evidence 

and lots of witnesses (who are willing to testify against 

their employer) these claims are so difficult to win that 

they are barely worth filing.   The only exceptions 

occur when you have been made so sick you cannot 

work or are so fed up, that you intend to quit, 

anyway… If you DON’T intend to quit, here are some 

suggestions for survival:  

 

Documenting the Problem  
 

E-mail is a great tool for clarifying (and documenting) 

a bad situation, while asking your 

boss for some “relief.” For example, 

if your supervisor expects you to do 

a ridiculous amount of work, or 

work for which you are not really 

trained, just write to him – briefly, 

cheerfully and clearly – about your 

difficulty.  List the duties you’re being 

asked to perform and ask him to help you prioritize. 

Or, tell him exactly which duties you’re unsure how to 

perform and ask for his help in securing training.  Say 

you love your job and you’re trying to do your best.  

Maybe you’ll get a helpful response; maybe you 

won’t.  If you don’t, though, consider that you have 

now laid the ground work for your defense if your 

supervisor tries to criticize or discipline.  You’ve 

identified a concrete problem and asked for help.  

 

The Absent or Less-than-Competent 
Boss 
E-mail is the perfect mechanism for documenting 

problems that arise from supervisors who don’t 

give enough direction or who try to blame you 

for errors that were not your fault. Again, be 

brief and clear and don’t attack:  

 

“Hi Bob, you’ve asked me to put 
together a report on X.  I am happy to 
work on this, but I realize that I don’t 
have enough information. Here is what 
I need…….  

 

No answer? Write again. Now you’re “covered.” This 

technique is VERY useful when you’ve been asked to 

do work about which you have legal or ethical 

concerns:  

 

“Jim, I talked to you this morning 
about the citation I think I should give 
Councilman X        for his unpermitted 
outhouse. You advised me not to do 
this. I just wanted to write to you to let 
you know that I’m following your 
direction.  

 

If you’ve got a supervisor who is not very competent 

or trying to blame you for his work or trying to 

sabotage you, a carefully-worded email may not 

change HIM, but it will protect YOU:  

 

“Sue, I just wanted to let you know that 
I haven’t been able to finish X. You 
probably didn’t realize it, but while I 
was working on X, you asked me to 
stop and work on Y.     Then, although I 
was just starting on Y, you asked me to 
stop that and try to fix Z. I’ve done my 
best with Z, but since I wasn’t the 
original author, I don’t know where to 
find the materials to finish it.  Let’s 
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meet and talk about this soon. I don’t 
want to leave so many of these 
projects unfinished. 
 

The key to this kind of communication is that even 

when you’re angry, you must not sound angry. You 

do not want to be view, by a third party, as the initiator 

of the hostility!  

Very Few People are “Bad” on Purpose!  
 

People are rarely difficult or hostile on purpose.  But 

almost everyone is self-absorbed. Most people believe 

that their bosses are paying far more attention to them 

than they really are. They aren’t giving you too much 

work or too little information to create a problem for 

you. They are just preoccupied with their own jobs, 

trying to get the work done. Nowadays, they are 

probably also overworked, and trying to 

accomplish too many tasks in an understaffed 

and chaotic environment.  Many public 

workplaces are in pretty bad shape… 

 

“Micro-Managing”  
 

The term “micro-managing” is about as useful as 

“hostile work environment.” One person’s “micro-

managing’ is another person’s normal operating 

procedure.  If your previous supervisor let you run 

your job in your own way, but the new one wants you 

to do it his way, you need to do it his way. This is not 

micro-managing.  He has the right (in fact, the 

responsibility) to look closely at your work.  YOUR 

flexibility is essential if you are to survive in the 

treacherous landscape of local government today.   

 

This doesn’t mean that your supervisor shouldn’t listen 

to you, though.  He also should be willing to 

participate in a give-and-take discussion about why 

you do the job the way you do it.  You should take the 

trouble to explain and he should be willing to listen.  

All people need to think that their work make a 

contribution, and make sense.   

 

When To Call For Help… 
 

If you do have a workplace problem so severe that you 

are ready to file a complaint, it’s good to call your 

union rep first.  He or she will explain the steps in the 

complaint process and will refer you to outside agents, 

if appropriate. He will also help you clarify the goal of 

the grievance, which is simply to return your 

workplace to its safe and healthy status quo.  He 

will explain that no matter how much you really 

might have been mistreated; your employer will 

probably find that “no violation occurred.” Why? 

Because if they admitted, in writing, that you 

truly were a victim, you could hold the County 

liable in a court of law.  

 

This doesn’t mean that the County didn’t 

determine that your supervisor WAS the 

problem. It doesn’t mean that he wasn’t 

threatened, or possibly even disciplined for 

mistreating you. It just means that you will probably 

never know.  Nor will you ever get an apology. Public 

agencies don’t apologize.  If the harassment in the 

workplace ceases, you have won your case! 
 

 

 Detroit Bankruptcy Ruling Is Bad News for Unions 
 

Detroit is the largest American county ever to declare bankruptcy.   Therefore, last 

month’s Court decision, which allows the County to “set aside” employees’ 

pension payments, is sending shockwaves through the labor community.   Even more disturbing: the 

Court ruled that the bankruptcy could move forward without the completion of negotiations with 

the County’s unions.  This decision differs entirely from previous decisions on the same subject, and 

quite possibly, sets a new precedent in the field.  

Although the judge did say that “pension reform must be done in a fair and equitable manner,” this 

is no comfort for retirees, or for current employees who expect to retire.   All of the affected unions 
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have filed appeals to the ruling, but the law allows the bankruptcy to continue during the appeals 

process.  This is a bad legal decision that will be watched very closely.  The concern has been that 

bankruptcy may be used as a method for other public agencies to avoid the “burden” of their 

employees’ retirement benefit.  More next month… 

“English Only?”…Can the County Control the 

Language You Speak at Work? 

For many public employees in California, English is their second language.  Can they be 
compelled to speak “English Only” at the workplace? Can people who speak multiple 

languages be required to “contribute” this skill to the workplace? Can the County refuse to hire 
employees that are not bi-lingual? Here are some answers. For specific information contact Association 
legal staff.  
 

Q: “Last week, our supervisor posted a policy that 
prohibits us from speaking any language other 
than English. Is this legal?” 
 

A: Generally, because language is closely 
connected to nationality, the courts have 
determined that English-only rules are a form of 
discrimination.  However, there ARE a number of 
circumstances where employers do have the 
right to require that employees speak only one 
language. The law looks at these situations on 
a case-by-case basis to see whether an 
“English-only” rule is a legitimate 
business necessity.   
 

What IS a “business necessity?” It is a condition 
that must be met in order for the County or 
business to operate. For example, if an 
employer can show that employees must 
speak a common language for safety reasons, this 
is a business necessity. Or, if the employees must 
talk directly with an English-speaking public, the 
employer may require English-only as a business 
necessity.  
 

On the other hand, such a rule would raise 
obvious questions in California, where the public is 
multi-lingual… Further, even if an employer has 
good reason for requiring employees to speak 
English on the job, it cannot prohibit them from 

speaking their language of choice during non-work 
time, such as lunch or breaks.  
 

Finally, just a reminder, supervisors cannot just 
“post a policy” if there is a union in your 
workplace. Changes in “terms and conditions of  
employment” are subject to bargaining; a sudden 
“English Only” policy could certainly be considered 
a “change in terms and conditions.”  
 

Q:  “I am bilingual, but my County doesn’t provide 
bilingual pay. Can I be forced to speak 
Spanish on the job? Don’t public agencies 

have to provide bilingual pay if they want us to 
use this talent?”  
 

A:  No, there isn’t any requirement that 
employers provide extra pay for bilingual skills 

(although nowadays most do.)  The entire 
subject of bilingual pay -- whether there IS a 

policy and how much is paid -- is a matter of 
negotiations.  Your bargaining team should take 
this issue up at the table.  Your County is supposed 
to serve the public and most cities in California 
have many residents who are primarily Spanish-
speaking  
 

Cities have the right to hire employees on the 
basis of their multi-lingual skills and you CAN BE 
required to speak your other language whether 
there is a bilingual pay policy or not.   However, 
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there are two considerations: 1) if they 
expect you to use bi-lingual skills without 
extra pay, this should be listed on your job 
description, and 2) even if there is a bi-
lingual pay policy, not everyone who speaks 
a second language may be called upon to use 
it, nor to receive bi-lingual pay.  Many public 
employees are not assigned primarily to TALK to 
the public.  
 

Having said this, if you are required to SPEAK a 
second language on the job, and this is neither 
recognized on your job description nor rewarded 
with bi-lingual pay, you MAY have a grievance.   
 

Q: “Can the County REQUIRE someone to be 
bilingual in order to apply for a job?”  
A: Certainly.  Some jobs, such as public health, 
neighborhood services, or housing programs may 
be focused on non-English-speaking populations. 
Agencies have the absolute right to require that 

employees are hired with the skills to do 
these jobs.  (Hence your absolute right to 
negotiate a bilingual pay benefit.) 
 
Q: “My County provides bilingual pay, but 
only to one person in each department.  
I’m not  

the “designated” person, but I’m still called upon 
all the time.  Can’t I refuse? Or do I have the right 
to insist on getting Bilingual Pay?” 

 

A:  No, you should never refuse to do what you’re 
told on the job (unless you’re directed to do 
something dangerous…) but you probably DO 
have the right to insist on getting bi-lingual pay.  
Not only should your union be addressing this 
inequity at the bargaining table, but you may have 
a legitimate grievance.  Talk to your board rep.  
There is no good reason that you should perform 
the same duties as a co-worker, at a lower rate of 
pay.  

When Does the County Have the Right to Know about 
Your Medical Condition? 

Under both the state and federal Family Medical Leave Acts, your employer has the 

right to know that you may have a serious medical condition, which may require that you 

take time off the job. This information should come from a doctor who should, to the best 

of his ability, estimate the length of your expected leave – but neither he, nor you, is 

required to tell the County anything else.  

Unless your condition involves litigation (i.e. a workers’ comp claim) the Agency does not have the 

right to call your doctor about it, nor to send you to their doctor. In fact, the only information your 

employer has the right to know about your health is that information which you decide to release. Thus you 

may be asked to sign an authorization form which gives the County your permission to access your medical 

records. You do not need to agree to this and there should be no retaliation for refusing to agree.  
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If you have been off the job with a serious condition and are now planning a 

return to work, the Agency may request that you provide a medical clearance from 

your doctor confirming that you are now fully able to perform the duties of your job. 

The certification should also inform the County of any necessary restrictions on your 

ability to work because of your medical condition, and any conditions that you may 

still need to meet (such as taking medications or going to physical therapy), and any 

accommodations that you need for you to continue performing your job.  (If your job 

DOES need to be “accommodated,” the County does not necessarily need to comply. This 

leads to another complex set of procedures under the Americans with Disabilities Act, 

which we won’t go into here…)  

You do not have to provide the County with your medical records, but if you are returning to work 

with restrictions, or if the County has doubts about your physical readiness to return, it MAY send you to 

their own doctor for a second opinion. At this point you may be required to disclose the full diagnosis about 

your health condition, and if your medical clearance does not describe your condition adequately, your 

employer may gather information (by sending you to another doctor) themselves. (And, by the way, any 

information the County wishes to gather at this time must be at the County’s expense.)  

What happens if the County’s doctor’s opinion differs from your doctor’s? (For example, what if 

your doctor says you’re fine, but the County’s doctor says you are not yet “fully capable” of performing 

your job duties?) In this instance, the parties are required to obtain the opinion of a third, agreed-upon 

doctor. The opinion of this third health care provider establishes the final decision.   

Age Discrimination:   
The Most Common Form of Discrimination  

 

As public agencies try to decide how to balance their budgets, one group of employees comes under 

scrutiny more than any other: older employees. Why? First, because older employees generally cost more; 

and, second, because they are often viewed as a greater liability (or less productive) than younger workers. 

The first case is largely true: senior employees are usually at top pay step and often hold benefits that have 

been taken away from newer employees.  

 

But the second belief is usually false. Older workers have often mastered their jobs, and experience gives 

them the ability to figure out a problem and resolve it more quickly. They have established relationships 

which facilitate their work flow and they are often the “institutional memory” in the workplace. In the old 

days, this was called wisdom.  

 

On the other hand, there is no question that employers view older employees, especially manual laborers as 

liabilities. After all, they are more likely to have work injuries, and more likely to injure themselves in the 

future.  Age, and genuine wear and tear on the body, really do slow employees down.  They are very likely 

to use more sick leave.   No one says this out loud, but from a “risk management” perspective, many 

employers would love to replace their older, blue collar workers with younger employees…   
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AGE DISCRIMINATION IS REAL …                                                                    
 

Employers do not come out and say, “Let’s get rid of those expensive, old employees,” but the underlying 

threat is there.  Since 2009, the Department of Fair Housing and Employment has been tracking a steep and 

steady increase in discrimination claims, the bulk of which are age discrimination complaints.  When older 

workers are the first on the layoff list, or threatened with layoffs if they don’t agree to retire, this is very 

likely discrimination.  

It’s one thing to allege discrimination; it’s another to prove it. The Age Discrimination in Employment 

Act (ADEA) is the federal law that protects individuals from employment discrimination based on age.  In 

order to prove discrimination, you need to have evidence, either in the form of discriminatory remarks or a 

pattern of “adverse actions” which are targeted at a particular group of employees. Examples might be: 

 A statement that you weren’t promoted because the manager wanted “some new blood” in the 

department;    

 A job evaluation which says you are “too set in your ways” or seem less capable of learning new skills;  

 A pattern of criticism and/or petty discipline coupled with questions from management about when you 

are going to retire.   

 An offer of severance or “early retirement bonus” coupled with threats of layoff if you don’t accept it;  

 A statement that layoffs will be based on “employee cost and productivity.”   

 A pattern of layoffs which seems to target older employees, while younger ones, with less seniority and 

experience, are retained.  

A RETIREMENT INCENTIVE OFFER, ALONE, ISN’T DISCRIMINATION…                                                                            
Having said this, it is NOT illegal for the County to offer you a “Golden Handshake” or other retirement 

incentives.  In bad financial times, this is an action which most unions endorse. It IS discrimination if they 

couple the offer with a threat of negative action if you don’t accept it.   

You should know that there are several exceptions to the ADEA, where older employees CAN BE 

compelled to retire:  

 Employers can force executives or others "in high policy-making positions" to retire at age 65, 

without violating the law;   

 Police and fire personnel, tenured university faculty, and air traffic controllers can be compelled to 

retire.  

 On rare occasions, selection by age is considered a "bona fide occupational qualification." For 

example, if a modeling job requires a “youthful look,” selection by age is a “BFOQ.”  

IT’S ILLEGAL TO TERMINATE EMPLOYEES TO 
AVOID THEIR USE OF BENEFITS! 

The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act of 1990 (OWBPA) amended the 

ADEA to prohibit employers from denying benefits to older 

employees. Under this law, firing workers in order to prevent them 

from using promised benefits became illegal. It’s also illegal to use an employee's age as the 

basis for deciding what benefits he will be offered or to target older workers for benefit 

http://www.workplacefairness.org/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eeoc.gov%2Fpolicy%2Fadea.html
http://www.workplacefairness.org/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eeoc.gov%2Fpolicy%2Fadea.html
http://www.workplacefairness.org/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eeoc.gov%2Fpolicy%2Fadea.html
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cuts because of their cost.   

Under the ADEA, there has to be a valid reason, not related to age, for all employment decisions. It’s valid 

to terminate an employee, even an older employee, for poor job performance. It’s valid to lay employees 

off due to economic problems.  But employers cannot use age as criteria for determining who is laid off.  

Thus, if most people who are laid off are 40 or older, and the majority of workers not laid off are younger, 

this may be a basis for an ADEA complaint.   

Feel free to call your board rep if you believe you may be the victim of discrimination. If the rep cannot 

resolve the issue via the grievance procedure, they will direct you to the appropriate state or federal agency.   

 A Few Questions about Age Discrimination 

“Can an employer ask my age on a job application?” Nothing in the law 
specifically prevents an employer from asking an applicant's age or date of birth. 
However, because such an inquiry could indicate an employer’s concern with age, 
many do not ask for this information.  

“Can my employer make me retire?”  Unless you are a sworn Police Officer or 
Fire Fighter, there is NO “mandatory retirement age.”  Unless the employee is failing 
to perform his/her job duties, an employer that tries to compel him/ her to retire may 
be accused of violating the law.  

 
 Understanding the Workers’ Compensation System 
 
By Sherry Grant, Esq. Partner, Gordon, Edelstein, Krepack, Grant, Felton & Goldstein, LLP  
 
Reporting a work-related injury to your employer and formally filing a Workers’ Compensation claim 
can be intimidating, but it doesn’t have to be.  The fear factor is often high because most people have 
only second-hand knowledge of the system.   There are many myths, promulgated by the media, 
about how bad the “workers’ comp” system is, and how much an injured worker can be “punished even worse” under 
that system.  However, if you are equipped with the correct information—and have an experienced attorney if you need 
one— justice usually prevails. This article will provide answers to frequently asked questions so you do not need to be 
fearful of exercising your rights.   
 

Q: When should I file a Workers’ Compensation claim? 
A: Report your work-related injury or illness, regardless of the type or severity of the injury, to your supervisor 
immediately.  You will be given a Workers’ Compensation Claim Form, known as a DWC-1, to complete. When filling out 
the form, make sure that you include every body part that has been affected by your injury.  The claims process begins 
when you give the completed DWC-1 form to your employer.  Verbally reporting the injury is not enough to trigger your 

http://www.geklaw.com/wc_attorneys_grant.htm
http://www.geklaw.com/index.htm
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employer’s responsibility to take care of you.  Be sure to keep a copy of the form for your records; it is one of the most 
important documents in your case. 
 

Q: What happens after I file a claim? 
A:  Within 14 days of receiving the completed Claim Form, your employer will accept your industrial injury claim, reject 
it, or delay a decision. If the claim is put “on delay,” your employer has 90 days to decide whether to accept or reject the 
claim.  During this period, your employer is required to provide up to $10,000 worth of medical care to you. But, your 
employer is not required to pay temporary disability benefits for wages you lost during this delay period.  
 

Q: Why do I need a lawyer to handle my Workers’ Compensation case? 
A: Obtaining the correct medical treatment for your workplace injury or illness is often the most important part of the 
case because it is vital to your health and that of your family. Workers’ Compensation laws are constantly changing – not 
always for the better.  Senate Bill 863, which became effective in January 2013, gives your employer more control than 
ever over the medical treatment for your injury. An experienced, knowledgeable attorney can make sure you are able to 
choose a doctor who fits your needs and can help if a dispute arises over that treatment.  
 

Q: If I file a Workers’ Compensation Claim, am I suing my employer?  
A: Workers’ Compensation is a no-fault system, so by filing a claim, you are not suing your employer.  You are merely 
filing a claim for benefits (disability pay, medical treatment, lifetime care, if necessary). The Workers’ Compensation 
system protects good employers; it doesn’t penalize them. In most instances in California, employees who are injured on 
the job are prohibited from suing their employers in civil court. This is true even where a worker is injured through gross 
negligence on the employer’s part. This protects businesses from incurring litigation costs whenever an employee 
sustains an injury.  
 

Q: What if my employer gets angry at me for filing a claim and retaliates against me for it? 
 A: It is illegal for an employer to discriminate against an employee because of a work injury or filing a Workers’ 
Compensation claim. That doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen, though.  Retaliation may take many different forms, such as:   

 Demotion 

 Failure to promote 

 Negative performance review 

 Wage decrease 

 Refusal to rehire 

 Negative reassignment, classification or 

transfer 

 Unwarranted disciplinary action 

 Wrongful termination

 
If you feel you were retaliated against because of your Workers’ Compensation claim, you can file a California Labor 
Code 132(a) petition, which can include reinstatement and back pay as part of your Worker’s Compensation claim. If you 
have an attorney, he or she will do this for you.   The federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the California Fair Employment 
and Housing Act give employees a right to sue employers for violations of their rights, including the right to file a 
workers’ compensation claim. If the violations are proven, the employee recovery may include lost wages and benefits, 
future wage loss, emotional distress damages, attorney’s fees and punitive damages.  
 

You may call Ms. Grant’s office directly at 213-739-7000. 
Ask for her paralegal, Caitlin Sullivan and identify yourself as a “CEA member” 
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2014: A WHOLE LOT OF NEW LAWS…. 

 

HUNDREDS OF NEW STATE LAWS GO INTO EFFECT 
THIS MONTH. HERE IS A SUMMARY ONLY OF 

THOSE THAT MAY AFFECT YOU… 
 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT.    
SB 292 – Expands the Definition of 
“Sexual Harassment” under the Fair Employment and 
Housing Act to clarify that such harassment does not 
need to be motivated by sexual desire to be considered 
sexual harassment.  (It can also be a “hate crime,” for 
instance, motivated by hatred.)  
 

RETALIATION/WHISTLEBLOWER.  AB 263, SB 496, 
and SB 666. These laws extend legal retaliation 
protections to employees who make wage claims under 
the Labor Code, prohibit unfair immigration-related 
practices for retaliatory purposes, and eliminate 
the requirement that employees exhaust their 
local grievance procedures before they may file 
retaliation or whistleblower claims.  
 

DISCRIMINATION.  AB 556 – Adds “Military and 
Veteran Status” to the list of categories protected 
from employment discrimination, harassment, and 
retaliation under the Fair Employment and Housing Act 
(FEHA). 

 
WAGE GARNISHMENT. SB 390 – Current law prohibits 
an employer from failing to make agreed-upon pension 
payments. SB 390 expands this prohibition to include an 
employer’s intentional failure to remit wages.  

 

WAGE AND HOUR LAW AB 10 – Raises 
the State Minimum Wage to $9.00 in July 
2014 and to $10.00 in 2016.  (San Francisco 
– Minimum Wage Increased to $10.74 in 
2014.) 
  

 
PAID FAMILY LEAVE  SB 770 – Expands the Scope of  
EDD Paid Family Leave Benefits. Employees who are 
eligible for paid family leave benefits provided by the 

Employment Development Department are 
provided benefits for up to six weeks while 
off work to care for a seriously ill child, 

spouse, parent, domestic partner, or to bond with a 
minor child within one year of the birth or placement of 
the child in connection with foster care or adoption. 
Effective July 1, 2014, the benefit will expand include 
seriously ill grandparent, grandchild, sibling, or parent-
in-law. 
 

MUNICIPAL UTILITY AGENCY ELECTIONS  AB 408 – 
Changes Elections for Municipal Utility Agencies, such 
that, starting on January 1, 2014  

(1) If only one person submits a declaration, the 
board may appoint that person to the office;  
(2) If no one files declaration of candidacy for a ward, 
the board may appoint a person to the office who 
would be qualified on the date the election would 
have been held.  
 

PROTECTION AGAINST DISCIPLINE FOR VICTIMS  
SB 288 – Expands Leave Rights for Employees who are 
Victims of Specified Crimes to Take Time Off 
to Appear in Court Proceedings. Prohibits 
an employer from discharging or 
discriminating against an employee who is a 
“victim” of certain serious crimes, who 
needs to take time off from work to appear 
in court.   
 
SB 400 –Prohibits Discrimination/ 
Retaliation Based on Status as a Victim of 
Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault/ or Stalking. This law 
requires employers to provide reasonable safety 
accommodations to victims of domestic violence, sexual 
assault, or stalking for their safety at work unless such 
accommodations create an undue hardship. The bill 
also provides that an employee will be allowed to use 
vacation, personal leave, or compensatory time off.  
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS AB 218 – limits the 
ability of public agencies to ask applicants about 
criminal convictions until the agency has determined 
that the applicant meets the minimum employment 
qualifications for the position. This law does not apply 
to agencies required by law to conduct a background 
check or any position with a criminal justice agency. 
 

VETERANS’ CREDITS AB 372 – Revises and simplifies 
the way veterans’ preferences are calculated on State 
Civil Service entrance examinations by eliminating a set 
points system and instead providing that veterans, 
widows/widowers of veterans, and spouses of 100% 
disabled veterans who achieve a passing score on an 
entrance examination will be ranked in the top rank of 
the eligibility list, unless the veteran was dishonorably 
discharged.  
 

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS AB 537 – Requires a 
governing body of a local agency to vote on a tentative 
agreement within 30 Days from the date it is noticed at 
a public meeting.   
 

TIME OFF FOR UNION REPRESENTATIVES AB 1181 – 
increases the time off without loss of compensation or 
union representatives to include times where the 
employee is testifying or appearing as the designated 
representative of the employee organization in 
proceedings before PERB, or when they are appearing 
as a representative of the organization in matters 
before a personnel commission.  
 

LOSS OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS FOR WORK-
RELATED FELONIES SB 39 – This legislation went into 
effect on October 12, 2013, as urgency legislation.  It 
requires employees or elected officials convicted of 
felonies related to their duties to forfeit all claims 
against the employer for retirement benefits.  
 

CLOSURE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES AB 583 – Before a 
County withdraws from a county free library system to 
contract with a private company, it must provide public 
notice for four weeks before the proposed action and 
the meeting date and place  at which the action will be 
voted upon.  Also, the County must demonstrate that 
the contract will result in actual overall cost savings.   

 

 

YOU MEAN THEY CAN FORCE ME TO COME TO WORK? 
… and other Questions & Answers About Your Job  

 

Question:  If I am at home taking care of my fiancé, 

who is seriously ill, and my employer calls me to come 

in to work, do I have the right to refuse?  
 

Answer: If your fiancé is considered a registered 

domestic partner, or your fiancé is recognized as a 

family member under your County’s FMLA policy, 

then you may take time off (pursuant to the Family 

Medical Leave Act) and not be compelled to come to 

work. If your fiancé is NOT considered a family 

member under your policy, however, you can be 

compelled to come to work on your day off.  
 

Question:  I’ve been told that I do not have to 

answer the phone if my department is trying to 

get me to come to work on my days off. Is this 

true? What if they come to my door to get me? 
 

Answer:  Correct, you do not have to answer 

the phone, unless you are being paid to stand by, on 

non-work days.  If you DO answer and are told to 

come to work, you must comply.  If the 

Department sends someone to your house 

to get you, you don’t need to be 

there, or to answer the door (unless 

the “callers” are law enforcement 

officers with a warrant…)   
 

Question: My co-workers and I have 

been told that we MUST answer the 

phone, and come to work if the County calls.  We’ve 

asked for Standby Pay and been denied.  Is there 

anything we can do?  

 

Answer: Yes! You should call your board rep.  

You have the legal right to Standby Pay – or not to 

be bothered.  This is a grievable situation.  
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Question:  I have received a 30-day “Notice of Intent 

to Suspend” because my driver’s license is suspended 

as a result of a DUI arrest. I want to know if I can use 

either vacation time or holiday banked hours 

for the suspension period.  
 

Answer:  First, you have received an 

“intent to suspend” which is appealable 

and you are not actually suspended until 

the appeals process takes place.  The 

notice gives you the opportunity to meet 

with your management. Part of that discussion, even if 

you accept the suspension, can include the question of 

your ability to use accrued leave, so you still have a 

paycheck.  In other words, it’s entirely negotiable.  
 

Question:  I have an FMLA letter on file with the 

County about my need to help my wife, who has just 

had surgery.  The problem is that my management 

keeps calling me to come to work when I must be 

home or at the doctor with her.  They are clearly upset 

that I’m gone.  What can I do about this?  
 

Answer:  Respectfully tell them you are on a protected 

leave and must care for your wife until she no longer 

requires you there.  While they may be upset, your 

FMLA rights outweigh their desires, and they cannot 

retaliate against you. If they continue to give you 

trouble, feel free to call your board rep for help.  

 

Question:  My Manager asked me to work overtime, 

on a Saturday for a departmental picnic at the end of 

the month.  I canceled another weekend function to do 

this, but just a few days before, he changed his mind 

and gave the assignment to someone else, who doesn’t 

even work in our department.  
 

I understand his decision in trying to minimize 

overtime expenditures. But, I believe I’ve been 

mistreated.  My questions are:   

1)  Does Management have the prerogative to offer 

these overtime hours to employees outside the 

department? 

2)  Don’t overtime opportunities have to be rotated 

amongst all the people who want it?   

3)  Have I been discriminated against by my manager 

by his requesting me to work the event, then 

rescinding, then offering it to another staff member?  If 

so, is there something my Bargaining Unit can do on 

my behalf? 

 

Answer:  It does sound as if you’ve been treated 

inconsiderately, but there is nothing illegal about this 

UNLESS there is language in your MOU requiring 

overtime opportunities to be rotated.   
 

“Fair Rotation” policies are completely negotiable, and 

are often important in departments where overtime is 

frequently required (such as Public Works or Police 

Departments).  In the absence of such a policy, the 

Department can assign the overtime work to 

whomever they choose.  
 

Question:  My 25-year old daughter lives 

with me and is on my health insurance.  Her two babies 

have been on the insurance also, but the County is now 

telling me that they are “being forced” to take them off.  

I want to know how to fight this.  They live in my 

house full time and are complete dependents.  
 

Answer: Employers are obligated to 

their insurance companies to make 

sure that “ineligible dependents” are 

not on their plans.   
 

Under the new law, they are required 

to cover your daughter to age 26, but 

have never been required to cover 

grandchildren, unless you are their legal custodian.   
 

If you are in PERS Health, they are going through a 

well-advertised audit of the membership roles to 

eliminate “dependents” such as your grandchildren.  

Living in the household doesn’t qualify them; but you 

might talk to your daughter about becoming their 

custodian.  

Question:  I have been out of work on FMLA time 

twice this year at my doctor's direction. The last 

absence was for 3 days, and on one of those days my 

daughter had an important competition. I went to the 

event for one hour.  
 

My director found out that I was there and gave me a 

written reprimand for excessive absences and 

unapproved leave.  I don’t think I did anything wrong!  

Can I fight this?  
 

Answer:  You can try.  People off the job on medical 

leave are not necessarily bed-ridden and often must 

attend to daily business: food shopping, laundry, and 

sometimes, family events.   
 

You have every right to try to appeal the reprimand by 

explaining that, while you were truly ill, this did not 

preclude your need to go to your daughter’s event.  


